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Abstract. Clustering of short texts is an important research area because of its
applicability in information retrieval and text mining. To this end was proposed
CLUDIPSO, a discrete Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm to cluster short
texts. Initial results showed that CLUDIPSO has performed well in small
collections of short texts. However, later works showed some drawbacks when
dealing with larger collections. In this paper we present a hybridization of
CLUDIPSO to overcome these drawbacks, by providing information in the
initial cycles of the algorithm to avoid a random search and thus speed up the
convergence process. This is achieved by using a pre-clustering obtained with
the Expectation-Maximization method which is included in the initial
population of the algorithm. The results obtained with the hybrid version show
a significant improvement over those obtained with the original version.
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1   Introduction
In recent years, document clustering has become a fundamental process in many
tasks as enhancing the results returned by search engines, text mining, unsupervised
text organization and information retrieval. In this context, much of the useful
information to be processed is taken from Web repositories whose documents are,
frequently, short texts with a few tens or hundreds words, such as scientific abstracts,
news and short technical and legal documents. For instance, abstracts of scientific
papers  are  often  given  for  free  access  in  most  of  digital  libraries  and  on  line
repositories, in opposition to the full texts of the articles. Organizing that huge volume
of  short  texts  is  an  important  challenge,  as  it  has  been  observed  in  many  works  on
clustering of scientific abstracts [1,2,3].
Several techniques have been developed to solve clustering problems and those
based on the Swarm Intelligence (SI) paradigm seem to be specially attractive because
of their robust performance [4,5,6,7]. One of the main difficulties faced by clustering
techniques when applied to collections containing very short documents is the low
frequency of terms from text. In this type of domains, an interesting SI algorithm
named Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [8], has been successfully used giving
origin to CLUDIPSO, an effective discrete PSO method to cluster short-text corpora
[9,10].
On the other hand, it is widely accepted in the clustering research community the
importance of providing some initial information to a clustering algorithm. This
information can play a key role in helping the algorithm to search the solution space
in a more effective way, avoiding local optima and obtaining better quality clustering.
These ideas have been applied in different hybrid PSO-based approaches [11,12] but
they also have a long tradition in classical clustering approaches like K-means whose
performance heavily depends on how the initial centroids are distributed [13,14].
In the present article, we extend some preliminary works on CLUDIPSO [9,10], by
analyzing how initial information impacts in the performance of this discrete PSO
algorithm. This initial information is provided by incorporating in the initial swarm
one particle that contains information about the results obtained with other clustering
algorithm Expectation-Maximization (EM). The results show that the introduction of
the named initial information generates a significant improvement in the performance
of CLUDIPSO.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the CLUDIPSO
algorithm. Section 3 presents the proposal. Section 4 details the experimental study.
Section 5 describes the statistical analysis and Section 6 shows the conclusions and
future work.
2   The CLUDIPSO algorithm
CLUDIPSO is basically a discrete PSO algorithm that works with a population of
particles which represent valid clusters. In each iteration of the algorithm two
important values are recorded: gbest and pbest. The first represents the best objective
value achieved by a particle of the population, while the second represents the best
individual value achieved by a particle along all iterations of the algorithm [8]. The
evolution of the particles to find the best solution is performed through the use of two
updating equations. Equation (1) represents the change of direction of the i-th particle
while Equation (2) represents the change of position of the particle.
vid  = w (vid + Ω1(pbid - parid) + Ω2(pgd - parid))
(1)
parid = pbid (2)
Where parid is the value of the particle i at the dimension d, vid is the velocity of the
particle i at the dimension d, w is the inertia factor (whose goal is to balance global
exploration and local exploitation). Ω1 is the personal learning factor, Ω2 is the social
learning factor, both multiplied by two random numbers generated by a Normal
distribution in the range [0,1]. The term pgd represents the best position reached by a
particle in the population and pbid the best position reached by the particle i until that
moment.
It is important to note that in CLUDIPSO the updating process is not carried out in
all dimensions at each iteration. In order to determine which dimensions of a particle
will be updated the following steps are performed:
1. All dimensions of the velocity vector are normalized in the [0,1] range,
according to the process proposed by Eberhart and Shi [15] for a discrete PSO
version;
2. A random number r ϵ [0,1] is calculated;
3. All the dimensions (in the velocity vector) higher than r are selected in the
position vector and updated using the Equation (2).
To help avoiding convergence to a local optimum, a dynamic mutation operator
[16] is used, which is applied to each individual with a pm-probability. This value is
calculated considering the total number of iterations in the algorithm (cycles) and the
current cycle number as the Equation (3) indicates:
pm = pm_max – ((pm_max – pm_min)/max_cycle) * current_cycle (3)
Where pm_max and pm_min are the maximum and minimum values that pm can
take, max_cycle is the total number of cycles that the algorithm will iterate, and
current_cycle is the current cycle in the iterative process. The mutation operation is
applied if the particle is the same that its own pbest [10]. The mutation operator swaps
two random dimensions of the particle.
In CLUDIPSO each valid clustering is represented by a particle, which is a vector
of n dimensions of integers (n represents the number of documents in the collection).
Figure 1 shows a valid clustering of n documents that were grouped into 3 different
clusters.
This version, like that proposed in this paper, uses the Silhouette coefficient
(Global Silhouette Coefficient) as a function to be optimized [10]. This coefficient
was  selected  because  it  has  shown  a  good  degree  of  correlation  with  the  true
categorization performed by an expert.
Figure 1. CLUDIPSO´s particle representing a valid clustering of n documents grouped into 3
clusters.
3   The proposal: hybrid CLUDIPSO
The objective of this proposal is to avoid the blind search performed by
CLUDIPSO in the first iterations of the algorithm, through the incorporation of
information in the initial population. This information is obtained by running a
clustering method, which returns with little computational effort, a clustering that
represents a particle of the population and thus share information with other
individuals. Although there is no guarantee that this clustering is of good quality, it
means an important aid to CLUDIPSO. For this task we used the efficient EM method
which is implemented in a software platform for machine learning and data mining
written in Java and developed at the University of Waikato, Weka [17].
EM corresponds to a family of models known as Finite Mixture Models, which can
be used to segment data sets. It is a probabilistic clustering method, under which it
tries to obtain the probability unknown density function that belongs to the entire data
set [18]. Proceeds in two steps iteratively Expectation, using the values of the
parameters, initial or provided by the step Maximization of the previous iteration,
obtaining different ways of the probability density function searched. On the other
hand the step Maximization,  which  obtains  new  values  of  the  parameters  from  the
data provided by the previous step [18].
The clustering obtained with the EM method is incorporated into the initial
population of particles and the algorithm begins the process of evolution as in the
previous version of CLUDIPSO.
4   Experimental study
For the experimental study three collections R6, R8B and JRC-Acquis [19] were
used. R6 and R8B, are subsets of documents of the collection R8-Test, a subcollection
of the dataset Reuters-21578 with news. JRC-Acquis is a subcollection of Acquis, a
popular collection of legislative documents of the European Union. Table 1 shows the
number of documents (|DOC|), the number of terms (|T|) and the number of groups for
each collection (|G|).
Table 1. Characteristics of the collections used.
Collection |DOC| |T| |G|
R6 536 53494 6
R8B 816 71842 8
JRC-Acquis 563 1424074 6
For the EM algorithm were used Weka default settings which include only five
iterations to obtain a valid clustering.
CLUDIPSO was executed with the following parameters: 50 particles (one of
which initially contains the grouping obtained with EM), 10000 iterations, factors of
personal and social learning Ω1 and Ω2 set at 1.0, pm_min = 0.4, pm_max = 0.9 and
the inertia factor w = 0.9. For each experiment were performed 30 independent
executions in order to obtain statistically comparable results. These parameters were
selected based on [20].
The quality of the results was evaluated and compared through the use of the
classic external measure of quality F-Measure. These results are shown in Table 2.
Values highlighted in bold indicate the maximum and minimum best values obtained
for each collection considered.
Table 2 shows that hybrid CLUDIPSO obtained the best maximum values for all
collections and in some cases, with a notable difference with respect to those of
CLUDIPSO. Similar results can be observed with the minimum values for which
clearly hybrid CLUDIPSO outperforms CLUDIPSO. These results demonstrate the
good performance that hybrid CLUDIPSO obtained for larger collections of short
texts.
Table 2. F-Measure values obtained with each algorithm.
Algorithm Minimum Maximum
CLUDIPSO (Collection: R6) 0,26 0,38
Hybrid CLUDIPSO (Collection: R6) 0,48 0,51
CLUDIPSO (Collection: R8B) 0,18 0,25
Hybrid CLUDIPSO (Collection: R8B) 0,37 0,42
CLUDIPSO (Collection: JRC) 0,26 0,33
Hybrid CLUDIPSO (Collection: JRC) 0,50 0,55
5   Statistical analysis
In recent years, the use of statistical tests to improve the process of evaluating a
new method has become a crucial and necessary task in the field of computational
intelligence. Usually, they are used within the framework of an experimental analysis
to decide when an algorithm is considered better than another. This task, which could
be not trivial, it has become necessary to confirm whether a proposed new method
offers a significant improvement on existing methods or not, for a given problem [21].
To analyze statistically the distribution of data of the original version [20] and
hybrid CLUDIPSO, boxplots [22] were performed with the values obtained in 30
independent runs. Boxplots display graphically differences between samples (results
of the experiments) using a box (the size indicates the data dispersion), divided by a
segment between 25 and 75 percentiles, the median. The vertical lines outside the box
indicate smallest and largest observations (whiskers) and outliers are represented by
the symbol '+'. Figure 2 displays boxplots obtained for each algorithm with each
collection.
Figure 2 shows the boxplots for the version of CLUDIPSO original and hybridized
for the collection R6. Both boxplots are at different heights indicating the difference
of performance obtained by each algorithm. There is also a difference between the
sizes of the boxplots, indicating that the original version has greater dispersion than
the hybridized version.
With respect to the collection R8B, the boxplots in Figure 2 indicate the difference
between the performance of CLUDIPSO and the hybridized version, visibly favoring
the latter. With respect to the distribution of data, the boxplot of CLUDIPSO presents
a slightly lower dispersion than hybrid CLUDIPSO.
For JRC-Acquis collection shown in Figure 2, we note that the height difference
between both boxes is the most significant of the three comparisons. Regarding the
size of the boxplots, these are similar, indicating similar data dispersion. With respect
to data distribution in the case of the hybrid algorithm is strongly biased to the right,
indicating that the data tend to concentrate toward the bottom of the distribution.
As a final conclusion of this study of statistical distribution, we can state that
significant improvement is visible not only in the maximum and minimum values of
F-Measure but remains adequate dispersion of data distribution between both versions
of CLUDIPSO.
Figure 2. Data distribution and collection for each algorithm.
6   Conclusions and Future Work
This paper proposed a hybridization of the algorithm CLUDIPSO to improve the
performance of its predecessor, when it is used to cluster larger collections of short
text.
Results of previous works on CLUDIPSO indicate its effectiveness in small
collections of short texts, but not in those of larger (more than 50 documents).
The hybridization involved the incorporation of information generated by a
powerful and recognized clustering algorithm (EM) in the initial population of
CLUDIPSO. We evaluated the performance of the proposal with three collections R6,
R8B and JRC-Acquis, achieving better results than its predecessor without
hybridizing.
By studying statistically the distribution of data, it was concluded that in most
cases, the dispersion of data is similar for both versions.
As future work, we will make a comparison between hybrid CLUDIPSO and the
algorithm CLUDIPSO* which presents good evidence when working with larger
collections. Also, we will make a comparison between these results obtained and the
experiment with hybrid CLUDIPSO, but without the use of the mutation, to see if
better results are achieved with less computational complexity.
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